Chairperson of the Portfolio Committee: 
Estimed Parliamentarians of the Republic of South Africa;
Fellows South Africans;
I bring warm greetings from community members of Merafong City!

Merafong Community Mining Forum is humbled and honoured to present to this democratic Parliament of the Republic of South Africa. It is our conviction that this institution represents the will and consensus of the South African people as a whole. Through the work of this institution we believe that, the ideals of our Constitution will find tangible expression across all facets of our national life. It is for this purpose that we feel privilaged to add our advice to the work of the Minerals Portfolio Committee.

We have travelled from the dusty streets of Merafong City. Our city has no skyscappers like most skylines of other cities; in contrast a pletora of mining shaft headgears and huge mining dumbs gives form to our skyline. We host the deepest gold mines in the world with some of the richest ore reserves. The entire economy of Merafong City has been build around mining as the primary industry. Secondary industries are also directly and indiretly dependent on the lifespan of gold exploration. The manufacturing and other sustainable industries represents an in significant value in economic activity. 

Minerals production is a sunset industry; profitable and safely exploitable mineral deposits are depleting.  Statistics further reveal that South Africa’s gold miners have been in production‐volume decline for an extended period since the peak levels last seen in the 1970’s. Already in Merafong City mine closures such as DeelKraal mine, Savuka mine and the uncertainty of relating to Tau Tona and Blyvoor mine’s future (Implications on AngloGold Ashanti’s sustainability). The trends are clear that the mining has fully matured in Merafong and related costs of production alongside safety considerations present eminent closures.  

In Merafong, the gold mining sector and service providers to the industry account for more than sixty percent of local gross domestic product and employment.

In an attempt to be simplfy our fears; our assertion is that when the exploitable ore resources deplete, Merafong City will officially become an economic Ghost Town with the state left to carry the burden. When AngloGold Ashanti and GoldFields closes their current operations a pancake effect decline in Engineering Services, Construction, Finance, Trade and Services will render the economy almost none existent. Government services will have to carry the burden of the unemployed populous whilst skilled individuals will relocate to other centres of opportunities.  (lifespans of about 15-20 years)
We particularly point out the threat of the economic ghost town and further emphasis the fact that the burden of sustaining an economic ghost town will fall squarely on the State to highlight a long term threat. There are other related threats to hosting communities including:
	being directly and indirectly exposed to the industrial footprint of mining operations; this has led to health burdens, acid mine drainage, water resources sustainability, environmental decay (threatening food security and possible agriculture opportunities; bio diversity and wild life: suppressing tourism opportunities), skills deficits, as well as housing needs due to the migrant labour policy and land usage challenges.

The ratification of the Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act of 2002 and the subsequent adoption of the Mining Empowerment Charter in the year 2004 served as groundbreaking political resolve towards comprehensively transforming the minerals industry to achieve our constitutional justice aspirations.


 Although the Act and the Charter recognises the unique challenges of mining hosting communities, the voice of these communities has largely been in the periphery of the minerals policy development framework. (In so saying we further that the Committee’s invitation and earlier road-shows that we have participated in)  



We believe that:
 The South African constitution, the supreme law of the land guarantees all her children socio‐economic rights and responsibilities in pursuit of the ideals enshrined there in.
	 The minerals deposits of our land is the wealth of all South Africans and its exploitation must primarily serve our shared developmental aspirations.
	 The historically accumulated and persisting negative impact of mining on socio‐economic and environmental sustainability of hosting communities calls for targeted interventions to mitigate the emergence of mining socioeconomic ghost towns when operations cease to exist.
The policy outlook that seeks to create synergy between mines social plans and Local Government Integrated Development plans has been the main source of mines failing to meet the dictates of the Act and the Charter with respect to hosting communities’ development.
The lack of clearly set‐out investment targets in the Act and the Charter on the subject of hosting communities’ development undermines accountability and has offered mining houses an unwritten escape clause.
Broad based black economic empowerment has failed Merafong’s Community and benefited a few wealthy black elites.


We propose that:
National mines closures fund specifically for socio-economic development of hosting communities and labour sending areas. 
	Mining houses must invest in the socio-economic infrastructure in communities such schools, clinics, youth development facilities, people development centres and economic stimulus.  Clearly defined framework for SLP funding (cemeteries, World Cup public viewing, Mayoral Funds etc.. removed)
	 A mandatory percentage figure vis‐à‐vis the profit of mines must be legislated for purposes of reinvestment into mining hosting communities. (Benchmarking)
	 The doors of technical skills development training centres that mines run must be open to suitably qualified young people for so as to impart artisan skills to locals.
Mining houses must avail suitable land to promote alternative medium and small scale farming as well as large scale agricultural industry to ensure development independent of mining.
	The people of Merafong City must be beneficiaries of the Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment initiatives in the next phase of the Charter implementation. Community Share Schemes?
50% of the revenue that comes from mining royalties must be used to develop mining host communities.
We call for all mining stakeholders to implement the minerals beneficiation strategy and develop a robust value adding industry in hosting communities.
	 A Minerals Regional Development Agency for the West Rand that will develop a sustainable integrated development strategy of the region must be established. The agency must be representative of government, mines, labour and communities. The agency must consultatively align Social Plans of Mines and Local Government Integrated Development Plans. The Agency
must ensure accountability and be the competent authority on issuing Social Licenses to operators.

Macro Outlook:
Hosting Communities will exist whether State Ownership or private ownership;
Long-term planning is central to policy certainty
Lack of decisive action a threat for our sovereign market as well as our private markets.
   
 “Minerals For Human Development”
I Thank You!
Thabiso Monyatsi

